DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE

SEASON 2009-10

WEEK 18

17th MARCH 2010

QUESTION MASTERS PLEASE NOTE: Essential elements of answers are given in bold type. Brackets indicate
either additional information which is not required in the answer or acceptable alternatives. “Or wtte” = “or words to that
effect”, requiring question master’s judgment. Question masters should prompt teams to elaborate where the answer given is
not incorrect but has not given the detail required (e.g. requiring a forename).
ROUND 1:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

What is the term for a person whose occupation is to drive a dog sled?
What is the name of the Iraqi political party associated with Saddam Hussein?
Which country shares the island of Hispaniola with Haiti?
Which country’s hereditary ruler was traditionally known as the Negus?
In February 2010, which company made a successful takeover bid for Cadbury’s?
Particularly a feature of Italian cuisine, what is mortadella?
On a graph, what is the term for the point where the axes meet?
Who designed the Bizarre range of pottery, allegedly much prized by collectors?
Give any year in the life of the artist Caravaggio.
The term “One for his Nob” is particularly associated with which card game?

ROUND 2:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Team Questions.

Musher
Ba’ath or Ba’athists
Dominican Republic
Ethiopia or Abyssinia or Eritrea
Kraft Foods
Large salami-like sausage or wtte
Origin
Clarice Cliff
Any date between 1571 and1610
Cribbage

Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Abbreviations (one extra letter each time):
A When classifying pencils, what does HB stand for?
B Its current business is a chain of department stores in Canada, and having been
founded in 1670, is North America’s oldest corporation: what does HBC stand for?
C In the world of banking, what do the initials HSBC stand for?
Riverside Towns: In the case of each of the following pairs of towns or cities,
both lie on separate rivers with the same name. Identify each river name.
A Bedford and York
B Aberdeen and Sheffield
C Canterbury and Kidderminster
Cities of Culture:
A What was the name of the artists’ and designers’ school which flourished in the
German city of Weimar between 1919 and 1933?
B The painters, Titian, Tintoretto and Canaletto all worked in which Italian city?
C The artists, John Crome, John Sell Cotman and Joseph Stannard were all part of a
group specifically associated with which English city?
The Life Of Brian: Put a surname to each of these Brians.
A The musician usually regarded as the creative force behind the Beach Boys.
B Described by John Humphrys as “the only man I have ever met who makes the
Queen sound common”.
C The current Prime Minister or Taoiseach of Ireland (as at 14/02/2010).
Sporting Nicknames:
A Which two league football teams contest the Pitchfork or Old Farm Derby?
B What “royal” nickname did spin bowler Ashley Giles acquire, echoing a misprint
on a drinking mug manufactured in his honour?
C Which rugby union club in the English Premiership has reluctantly acquired the
nickname “The Not-Nots” from rival fans?
Battles of Britain:
A Who was the victorious general at the Battles of Oudenarde, Ramillies and
Malplaquet?
B During which century did the English and Scots contest the Battle of Flodden?
C What was the last major battle of the War of 1812 between Britain and the USA?
Weights and Measures:
A Which increasingly obsolete British system of units uses pounds, acres, pints etc?
B Which quantity can be measured in Angstrom Units?
C What three-letter word describes the area occupied by a 10x10 metre square?
2010 TV Documentaries:
A Which former politician presented a series of Great British Railway Journeys?
B Which comedian presented a Channel 5 series of his travels around Europe?
C In the wake of series on the Atom and Islamic Science, which nuclear physicist
presented a BBC series on the Volatile History of Chemistry?

Hard Black
The Hudson’s Bay Company
Hongkong & Shanghai Banking
Corporation

Ouse
Don
Stour
The Bauhaus
Venice
Norwich
(Members of the Norwich School)
Brian Wilson
Brian Sewell
Brian Cowen
Ipswich Town and Norwich City
The King of Spain
(should have read “King of Spin”)
London Irish
(“Not London, not Irish”)
Duke of Marlborough
16th century (1513)
The Battle of New Orleans
Imperial System
Distance or length (atomic scale)
Are (1 hectare = 100 are)
Michael Portillo
Paul Merton
Jim Al-Khalili

ROUND 3:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

What is the forename of the brother of Fidel Castro who is now President of Cuba?
Which country’s football team suffered a fatal gun attack during the 2010 African
Cup of Nations?
It’s vital 24/7: in predictive texting, what word is generated by keying in 247?
What is the term for a vertical wall within the hull of a ship?
Which letter is used to represent a knight when notating a chess game?
What is the pen name used by blogger Dr Brooke Magnanti of Bristol University?
Originating in Java, what name is given to the textile-colouring technique in which
wax is used to prevent dyes reaching selected parts of the fabric?
When soaking “mushy” peas, which household chemical is added to soften them,
enhance their colour, and inhibit the fermentation which can cause flatulence.
On average, every how many years does sun spot activity reach a peak?
The vegetable known as rutabaga in North America derives its name from the
Swedish for “root bag”. As what is it better known in the UK?

Raúl
Togo
AIR
Bulkhead
N
Belle de Jour
Batik
Sodium bicarbonate or wtte
(or sodium hydrogen carbonate)
11
Swede

ROUND 4: Team Questions (for a few Marx?). Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Duck Soup:
A Which French peasant dish typically comprises duck preserved in its own fat,
Toulouse sausage and pork, all in a white bean stew?
B What are the four letters of the acronym, pronounced “duck” and used to describe
an amphibious vehicle widely used in World War II?
C What, uniquely among British ducks, is the preferred nest site of the goosander?
Monkey Business:
A Which comedian frequently appeared with a knitted monkey in advertisements
for both ITV Digital and PG Tips?
B Which “Britpop” lead singer created the virtual rock band Gorillaz and wrote the
score for the opera Monkey: Journey To The West?
C To which genus (or group of species) do the only monkeys in Europe and in
Japan both belong?
Horse Feathers:
A Which type of horse takes its name from the Spanish for “dove-like”?
B Which bird of the thrush family, in the plural, is also the name of the horse
sanctuary which is Britain’s biggest equine charity?
C In Greek mythology, who was the hero who rode the winged horse Pegasus?
A Night At The Opera:
A Including the stalls, how many tiers of audience seating are there at Milan’s
famously lofty La Scala Opera House?
B In which Japanese port city is Puccini’s opera Madame Butterfly set?
C The USA’s oldest continuously-running radio show, The Grand Ole Opry, has
been broadcast weekly since 1925 by which American city’s WSM radio station?
A Day At The Races:
A What is the male equivalent of the exclusively female race, La Grande Boucle?
B Though called a race, more accurately a time trial, in which sport do competitors
contest The Kandahar, the oldest event in that sport?
C What is the name of the fell race held annually in North Yorkshire to take in the
summits of Whernside, Ingleborough and Pen-y-Ghent?
Cocoanuts:
A Which chocolate confection controversially marketed itself as “not for girls”?
B Which spicy foodstuff, not normally associated with modern chocolate, was an
essential ingredient of the chocolate drunk by the Aztecs?
C Which former French colony produces almost half the World’s cocoa beans?
At The Circus:
A Concerning the exploits of tightrope walker Philippe Petit, what was the title of
the film which won the 2009 Academy Award for Best Documentary?
B In ancient Rome, what was the principal activity at the Circus Maximus?
C On the 28th September 2009, which prosthetic appendage did Cirque du Soleil
founder Guy Laliberté become the first person to wear in space?
Go West:
A Which town or city is the administrative centre of West Sussex?
B In which US state is West Point Military Academy?
C Of which country is West Irian, also called Irian Jaya, a part?

Cassoulet
DUKW
Holes in Trees
Johnny Vegas
Damon Albarn
Macaques (or Macaca)

Palomino
Redwings
Bellerophon
7
Nagasaki
Nashville (Tennessee)

Le Tour de France
Alpine (Downhill) Skiing
The Three Peaks Race

Yorkie
Chilli
Côte d’Ivoire or Ivory Coast
Man On Wire
Chariot Racing
Red nose

Chichester
New York
Indonesia

ROUND 5:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

The Heimlich Manoeuvre is a technique used to deal with which kind of trauma?
Which form of poem has several types including the Shakespearean or English, and
the Petrarchan or Italian?
In the final of the 1966 World Cup, who was the only England player booked?
What is Tornado, completed in 2008 and the first built in Britain for 48 years?
Apart from all being white wines, what essential feature is common to Blanquette
de Limoux from France, Sekt from Austria and Germany, and Prosecco from Italy?
What was the name of the inn run by Jim Hawkins’ mother in Treasure Island?
How many time zones are spanned by Russia?
With which instrument was the 19th century musician Niccolo Paganini associated?
Of which daily newspaper is Dominic Mohan editor?
In the so-called Assisted Passage Scheme which ran between 1945 and 1972, what
was the fare charged to adult Brits emigrating to Australia?

Choking
Sonnet
Martin Peters
Steam locomotive (allow engine)
Sparkling or wtte
The Admiral Benbow
11
Violin
The Sun
£10 (“Ten Pound Poms”)

ROUND 6:
Team Questions.
Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.
NB
Since today is St Patrick’s Day, all questions in this round have an (often tenuous) Irish connection.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Irish Counties: Which three counties are part of both the ancient province of Ulster
and of the Republic of Ireland? (They can be given in any order.)
A
B
C
Irish Literature:
A What is the title of Spike Milligan’s only full length fictional work, taken from
the name of the disputed border village central to the plot?
B Samuel Beckett usually wrote in what language, in preference to English?
C The central character of Portrait Of The Artist As Young Man, a major character
in Ulysses, and James Joyce’s alter ego: name him.
Irish Music:
A Who collectively were Con Cluskey, Dec Cluskey and John Stokes?
B What kind of musical instrument is a clàrsach?
C Which 1947 musical, involving an émigré Irishman, a leprechaun and a pot of
gold, featured the songs Old Devil Moon and How Are Things In Glocca Morra?
Irish Transport:
A New car registrations in Great Britain have the sequence, 2 letters, 2 numerals, 3
letters. What is the equivalent sequence for cars registered in Northern Ireland?
B Which Irish airport with frequent flights from East Midlands has the code NOC?
C In both distance and time (just one hour), the shortest scheduled ferry crossing
between Ireland and Great Britain connects Larne with which other port?
Irish Science:
A Boyle’s Law summarises the relationship between the pressure and volume of a
sealed vessel of gas. For the “law” to hold, what condition must be kept constant?
B One of only two scientists to have lent his name to an SI base unit, how is
Belfast-born William Thomson better known?
C What “new” type of star had Jocelyn Bell Burnell discovered when, in 1943, she
detected regular bursts of radio waves originating at a point in space?
Irish Oscars:
A Which film won Daniel Day-Lewis the 1990 Best Actor Oscar for his portrayal
of the Irish writer and painter, Christy Brown?
B Who gave a silent acceptance “speech” when awarded the 1971 Best Supporting
Actor Oscar for his portrayal of the mute, Michael, in Ryan’s Daughter
C Which film starring John Wayne as a disgraced boxer returning to his West of
Ireland roots won John Ford the 1953 Best Director Oscar?
Irish Sport:
A International Rules Football is a hybrid of Gaelic Football and which other code?
B Which sport is played at the K Club, Co Kildare, home to a major event in 2006?
C What is unique about the site of the annual race meeting at Laytown, Co Meath?
Irish Body Parts: Each answer (to be given in full) includes a body part.
A What is the name of Ireland’s most northerly point?
B Name the Northern Ireland First Minister’s wife whose financial dealings and
affair with a 19-year-old caused a political scandal in January 2010.
C Who coached the Ireland rugby union team to their 2009 Grand Slam success?

Cavan
Donegal
Monaghan
Puckoon
French
Stephen Dedalus

The Bachelors
Harp
Finian’s Rainbow

3 letters, 4 numerals
Knock
Cairnryan (not Stranraer)

Temperature
Lord Kelvin
(or Baron Kelvin of Largs)
Pulsars

My Left Foot
John Mills
The Quiet Man

Australian Rules Football
Golf (2006 Ryder Cup)
On the beach or strand
Malin Head
Iris Robinson
Declan Kidney

ROUND 7:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Which of Great Britain’s rivers discharges the greatest volume to the sea?
In 2002, to which Midlands town did the Youth Hostels Association move its HQ?
Starting in 1989, to which English upland area has the red kite been reintroduced?
Together with a shovel, which modern device is essential to a nighthawker?
Which was the first of Roger Hargreaves’ Mr Men books to be published?
In which EU country is the Northern League a major extreme right wing party?
At $75 million a year, which Briton is the highest paid performer on US television?
Which Welsh town now hosts Rugby League Superleague team Celtic Crusaders?
Which governmental organisation is headed by Jonathan Evans?
Which celebrated graffiti artist was afforded a 2009 exhibition in Bristol?

ROUND 8:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Team Questions.

Tay
Matlock
The Chilterns
Metal detector
Mr Tickle
Italy
Simon Cowell
Wrexham
MI5
Banksy

Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Sports kit:
A What type of rock is traditionally used to make the “stones” used in curling?
B KERS systems have been used by several Formula One teams, using a flywheel
to reclaim some of the energy lost in braking. What does the K of KERS stand for?
C What is the alliterative term for the point on a bat or racquet considered to be the
ideal contact point for balanced and efficient striking of the ball?
Derbyshire Seats of Learning:
A Which outlying campus of the University of Derby boasts Britain’s widest dome?
B Ockbrook School was established in 1799 by which Protestant group having
origins in Central Europe?
C Which Derbyshire educational establishment was founded in 1889 by
educationalist Cecil Reddie to espouse “Socialist principles”?
Film First Names:
A Which 2001 film’s eponymous central character has the surname Poulain, a name
translating as “foal” and included in the film’s original French title?
B The Big Lebowski: What is the given name of Jeff Bridges’ character, The Dude?
C The Usual Suspects: What is the given name of the Kevin Spacey character
“Verbal” Kint, who is later revealed to be the master criminal Keyser Soze?
Proof Reading: (N.B. Allow 1 minute rather than 30 seconds)
To read correctly, what single change must be made to each statement?
A It’s good to be back on the old terra cotta (variously attributed to John Prescott
or Del Boy Trotter).
B She resented his fraternising with the hoi polloi.
C The latest score from Ochilview Park is:
East Stirlingshire 2 Hamilton Academicals 3
Comedy Alter-Egos:
A Who was the man behind Lily Savage?
B Graham Fellows assumes the identity of which nerdy aspiring singer-songwriter
from Sheffield?
C Martyr to the malapropism and Radio 4 regular, who is the pompous, deluded
former variety performer and actor created by Steve Delaney?
So good they named them twice: In each case, identify the shared place name.
A A Scottish island and a mountain range on the Franco-Swiss border,
B A region of Spain and another region shared between Poland and the Ukraine,
C A major tributary of the Amazon and an island in the Atlantic.
Rock – Hard and Soft:
A Very ‘Eavy ... Very ‘Umble was the debut album title and tag line of which band,
claimed to be the first Western band to perform in the Soviet Union?
B What term is usually used for the genre of rock music associated in the 1970s
with Sweet, Mud and T Rex?
C Use Somebody won the 2010 Best Rock Song Grammy for which band, all of
whom share the surname Followill?
Only Connect: (N.B. Allow 1 minute rather than 30 seconds)
A What common origin links The Hitchhiker’s Guide To The Galaxy, Under Milk
Wood and Anthony Buckeridge’s Jennings series of school novels?
B What links the Sun in Hinduism, the pre-1945 Finnish Air Force, and the Nazis?
C In terms of the origin of their names, what links the chemical elements, holmium,
hafnium and lutetium - and no others?

Granite
Kinetic
(Kinetic Energy Recovery System)
Sweet spot

Buxton
Moravian Church
Abbotsholme School

Amélie
Jeffrey (Lebowski)
Roger (Kint)

Replace “cotta” with “firma”
or wtte
Remove “the” or wtte
Remove final “s” or wtte
(See Notes for QMs on back page)
Paul O’Grady
John Shuttleworth
Count Arthur Strong

Jura
Galicia
Madeira
Uriah Heep
Glam Rock or Glitter Rock
The Kings Of Leon

All originally written for radio
or wtte
Use of swastika symbol
Named after (European) capitals
(Stockholm, Copenhagen, Paris)

BEER ROUND
Use the questions remaining from the individual rounds for the individual questions.
Team Questions:
1

2

A What was the name of the ranch featured in the TV western series, Bonanza?
B Who is conducting the 2010 enquiry into the Iraq War?
C The Real Madrid and Brazil footballer Kaká acquired his nickname through his
younger brother’s inability to pronounce his real first name. What is that name?
A What was the name of the ranch featured in the TV western series, The Virginian?
B Who conducted the 2009 audit into MP’s expenses?
C The Hollywood star Ginger Rogers acquired her nickname through her cousins’
inability to pronounce her real first name. What was that name?

Ponderosa Ranch
Sir John Chilcot
Ricardo
Shiloh Ranch
Sir Thomas Legg
Virginia

Set by DE

Notes of clarification for Question Masters:
Round 8, question 4:
B
“Hoi polloi” is Ancient Greek for “the many”. Therefore, in “the hoi polloi”, the definite article
appears twice; strictly speaking, either “the” or “hoi” is redundant.
Since in this context “fraternising” is a gerund (i.e. a noun) “his” rather than “him” is correct.
C
The correct name of the Hamilton club is “Hamilton Academical” (not “Academicals”).
Although “East Stirling” is often used, this club is correctly “East Stirlingshire”.
While Ochilview Park is actually the home ground of Stenhousemuir FC, it is currently also being
used by East Stirlingshire.

